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Goal 3A: Study Earth from space to 
advance scientific understanding and 
meet societal needs
















• Strengthens the technical capacity of regional 
institutions, stakeholders, and youth
• Improves access to data, models, online 
maps, visualizations
• Creates user-tailored decision support tools 
and services
• Raises awareness of the value of user-




























SERVIR team members from Hubs, USAID, NASA




































































Hydrologic Modeling and 
Flood Forecasting
• SERVIR uses NASA’s CREST hydrologic model, satellite data, and local 
information to provide streamflow and flood conditions throughout East Africa.
• Kenyan Government requested CREST monitoring of 850 high-risk locations in 
the country.
• Other countries in the region are now soliciting CREST training from NASA.
“The biggest problem we have is lack of data. When
someone, like SERVIR-Africa comes along to help
us out it is very good because we have been
missing floods.”
Simintei Kooke
Deputy Director of Water Resources, 
Kenya Ministry of Water and Irrigation




























Highlights: Land cover maps completed for all 6
targeted African countries
• What was the problem? Landcover change is the biggest contributor of greenhouse emissions 
in least developed nations. Six countries (Rwanda, Malawi, Zambia, Namibia, Botswana, and 
Tanzania) did not have harmonized land cover maps and GHG emissions inventory. USEPA is 
working in collaboration with UNFCCC to convert the land cover change into emissions 
inventory.
• What specifically did we do? SERVIR-Africa, working with the forest departments in those 
countries and in collaboration with USEPA, produced land cover maps in multiple time epochs 
to generate land cover change maps for use by the countries in their GHG emissions 
inventories.
• What came of it? Rwanda, Namibia, 
Zambia, and Botswana are using this data in 
their emissions inventories (with help from 
USEPA). They plan to do this exercise again 
for their next national communication. Zambia 
is creating the 1990 maps using the methods 
learned from SERVIR-Africa.
Highlights: Improved Flood Forecasting
• Problem: Bangladesh’s severe flooding problems affect millions of residents. The Institute of 
Water Modeling (IWM) in Bangladesh generates flood forecasts just 3 days in advance –
insufficient time for families and farmers to prepare.
• What SERVIR did: A SERVIR AST effort led by Dr. Faisal Hossain linked JASON-2 altimetry 
data to flood forecasts. SERVIR-HKH has helped IWM develop capacity to generate flood 
forecasts 8 days in advance using this near real time satellite data. 
• Results: IWM generated experimental 8-day forecasts accurately representing river levels for 
the 2013 monsoon season. The Ministry of Water Resources will soon incorporate the 8-day 
forecasts in the official Bangladeshi forecasting system, providing160 million citizens with 






















• Testbed SERVIR camera on the 
International Space Station
• Tasked by SERVIR Hubs
• 4m Spatial Resolution
• 14.5km x 10km field of view
• Visible Spectrum
• Operating since February 2013
ISERV First Light
Calgary Pre-Flood/Post-Flood Comparison
Before flood: Google Earth Image
September 2008











This image was taken by ISERV-- a new NASA-developed 






Flooding in Khor, Russia, and the 
Surrounding Area Along the Ussuri River
Before: ISERV, 8 Sept 2013
After: GeoEye 25 Aug. 2006
Highlights: ISERV
Above: On 4 May 2014, ISERV Team captured 
photos of scar left by EF-4 tornado in 
Louisville, Mississippi, 28 April 2014. The 
image above shows the region before 
(Landsat) and after (ISERV) the tornado. 
At right: The National Weather Service 
Jackson MS office publicized the ISERV 
imagery via twitter. 
Training the Next 
Generation of Leaders
Highlights: Young researchers from around the world find 
MyCOE / SERVIR Capstone event an inspiration
MyCOE / SERVIR Capstone Fellows from East Africa, the Hindu Kush-Himalaya region, West Africa, 
and Southeast Asia with NASA Administrator Charles Bolden 
"In all of this, I have again gained firm conviction in my belief that significance is not by salary, sex or 
status; it is by serving others. It's always a good thing to serve others and it is my conclusion that we 
need more SERVIR initiatives to serve the world and eventually heal her." Capstone Fellow Wasiu Alimi, Nigeria

